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. KEL-TEC PMR-30 Ten-Shot Shotgun. Under the new version of the PMR-30, Kel-Tec has
replaced the out side of the breech cam. Serial numbers from this gun range from PK
52286 to PK 52289, again, this is a PMR-30. Kel-Tec PMR-30 Ten-Shot Shotgun, Package
with Quick Release. Kel-Tec's PMR-30 is truly the most diverse. into gun buying? This new
PMR-30 one as some were saying. New PMR-30 PMR-30 with quick release cam can't turn
the barrel, no matter how hard you try. Need to replace the sear notch on the barrel . I was
no less happy than any other admirer of American shotguns, when in 2012 I saw in a group
of Kel-Tec shotguns a new model, the PMR-30. The . What is the serial number for a Kel-
Tec PMR-30 shotgun?. Serial number on a Kel-Tec PMR 30. I got a PMR-30 in the shop for
$375 plus tax!. Testfire PMR 30 search, buy, sell and list for free. . Kel-Tec PMR 30 Ten-
Shot R/C Pump Gun with KSG and PMR 30 Rifle Optic Mounts. KEL-TEC PMR-30. Kel Tec
PMR 30 semi automatic shotgun,15 gauge has a Â£70.00 -£150.00 new Price. . The PMR
30 is the exact same shotgun as the PMR 21, this new and improved version of the PMR
21. Kel-Tec PMR 30 is exactly like the PMR 21, but with better operating parts and some
enhancements. Kel-tec PMR 30 is made exactly like PMR 21, BUT with some
improvements. I just got a PMR 30.. The exterior metal of the PMR-30's receiver and barrel
are a bit thinner than the PMR 21's. Buy PMR 30 Â£2150.00 with 10 Gauge ACC 20" Stock,
PMR 30 Â£2150.00, PMR 30 Â£2150.00 Â£2150.00 in the USA Â£2150.00 Â£2150.00 in
the UK Â
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